Rimrock’s 032 nozzle is now available in a bar style manifold on the 410 reciprocator. The 032 nozzle is a light weight nozzle which atomizes at the point of spray. The adapter options allow the 032 nozzle to be directly mounted to an existing 025 or 025x manifold.

Key Benefits:
• Uses light weight, fine atomizing 032 nozzles
• Keeps your existing manifold adapter plate
• With the 90 degree adapter, atomizes at the point of spray
• Compatible with 025 style tips or use new 032 tips
• Proven reliable spring/shutoff mechanism
• Replaceable piston seat
• Large dial knob for easy spray volume adjustment
Flat adapter with diverter head and dual nozzle tips

Tee adapter with (2) 032 nozzles

90 degree adapter

Flat adapter with single outlet head

Call us today for a quote. Please provide your current bar length, number of nozzles, and height of blow tube when requesting a new manifold quote.